
1. Am I breastfeeding correctly?
You are nursing correctly when:

Your body is comfortably reclined, baby's body faces your breast and his arms hug the breast while
his chin is on the inner aspect of your areola and hips are tucked against your ribs. You are using
the same arm as the breast you offer to support the baby's body.
You can look down and see some of the areola above the baby's mouth. Lift your breast up; the
baby’s lower lip is curled down against his chin.
When the baby moves his mouth you see big jaw movements and hear swallows.
The baby looks relaxed and you feel a strong pull on your nipple, not a painful pinch.
The baby’s neck is slightly tilted back, with the chin pushing into the breast and the nose off the
breast.

2. Is my baby getting enough to eat?
Your baby is getting enough to eat if:

He is content after feeding.
After your milk comes in the baby has at least 4-6 large, yellow, runny stools and at least 4 wet
diapers daily.
Your breasts feel full and firm when you first start feeding the baby. When you are done feeding,
they feel softer.
You can see changes in his behavior as he feeds. Look for tightly clenched fists, wide open eyes,
and strong, fast sucking at the beginning of a feed. As your baby becomes full, he will relax, suck
slower and become sleepy. This takes between 10 and 20 minutes per breast with a short rest in
between breasts.
He is waking up to feed at least 7 times a day.
He is steadily gaining weight.
You feel good after the feeding and the baby seems content.
Your nipples feel slightly tender, but are not cracked, scabbed, or bleeding.

3. When do l need help?
You need help if:

Your milk has not come in by the 4th day after birth.
Your baby does not have at least one stool a day before your milk comes in (in about 2-4 days); and
once your milk is in, at least 4-6 mustard yellow, runny stools a day.
Your breasts do not feel softer when the baby is finished feeding.
You feel you can never put the baby down, because he cries all the time. Or, you are worried that he
is not getting enough to eat.
You dread nursing because your nipples hurt the entire time you feed your baby.
Your baby cries all the time.
Your baby sleeps all the time.
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Newborn Breastfeeding Check Lists

Directions: You will know breastfeeding is going well if you can check all of the bullet
points in columns one and two. However, if any of the bullet points on column three

apply to you, you may need help.

Please note: The authors consider baby girls as important and precious as baby boys. 
The use of “he” is for reading ease only. These directions will work for babies of both sexes.


